Education Volunteer – Classroom Presenter
Marine Mammal Care Center (MMCC) is a hospital for seals and sea lions located in San
Pedro. Our mission is to rehabilitate sick and injured marine mammals with the goal of
releasing them back to their natural environment, and to educate the public about our work
and ocean conservation. The National Marine Fisheries Service depends on MMCC to carry
out the important goals of the Marine Mammal Protection Act. As a non-pro t organization,
MMCC’s primary funding is provided by individuals, charitable foundations, private
businesses, and corporations. MMCC operates with dedicated volunteers and sta working
diligently to rehabilitate sick, injured, or malnourished seals and sea lions who are rescued on
beaches in Los Angeles County.

Role Description:
The Educational Presenter Volunteer will assist the Education team with guest
interaction, particularly with scheduled groups. This volunteer reports to the Chief
Operations and Education O cer, Education Coordinator, and Volunteer Services
Manager and may be primarily on-site at the hospital and educational facility in San
Pedro, California, but may have some remote scheduling. Duties include:
•
•
•
•
•
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Educating guests about our patients, overall ocean health, and what they can do to make a
positive impact
Engaging in conversations with guests
Ensuring a safe and positive experience for all guests of MMCC
Assisting with the creation and implementation of classroom activities
Managing the classroom
Setting up and breaking down classroom for scheduled eld trips
Teaching diverse age groups
O site public outreach

Commitment:
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The Classroom Presenter Volunteer will commit to 1 shift per week for at least six
months. Alternate schedules may be accommodated upon request. Morning shifts are
typically from 9:30 am to 1:00 pm and afternoon shifts are from 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm.
Exactly shift times may vary.

Requirements:
The Educational Presenter Volunteer must be 18 years or older. Volunteers must have
reliable transportation to the hospital. Experience in education is bene cial, but not
required. The volunteer should be comfortable in all the following areas:
Talking to groups of people of various ages and sizes
Learning facts about Marine Biology and other related topics
Willing to collaborate with other volunteers and MMCC Sta
Learning classroom management skills and new teaching strategies
Managing time e ectively including being on time for scheduled presentations and meetings
Handling potentially stressful situations with professionalism and composure

Position Impact:
The Educational Presenter Volunteer will play a vital role in the mission of MMCC
through the education of the general public regarding our patients and ocean
conservation. By inspiring others and encouraging action, these volunteers impact the
future health of our ocean.
This opportunity allows volunteers to learn a great deal about the marine mammals in
our local waters and how we impact their environment. This is an excellent opportunity
for those that enjoy interacting with others.

Contact:
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Please contact Kelsey Wong, the Volunteer Services Manager, at
kwong@marinemammalcare.org to apply for this important volunteer role.
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